Shipping terms
These Shipping Terms (“Terms”) govern the placing of pre-orders ("Preorder") with Fine Art Room and the shipping schedule / terms of the orders.
Please read these Terms carefully before submitting your Pre-Order of any Fine
Art Room’s Products. By submitting your Pre-Order, you agree to be legally
bound by these terms.
1. Pre-Order Reservation
When placing a Pre-order for Fine Art Room products (for example the
catalogue), you will be required to provide certain information, such as your
address and other billing information. You represent and warrant that all such
information is accurate, and you shall ensure that such information is kept
current.
Fine Art Room shall have no responsibility or liability for inaccurate information or
information that later becomes outdated, and shall have no obligation to make
efforts to determine the correct contact or shipping information.
2. Shipping price
The purchase price does include shipping according to the shipping rules, but
does not include any duties or taxes (like import taxes).
We offer 2 options of ordering - pick-up and delivery. For delivery orders - the
shipping price is fixed at 25,- euros for orders ABOVE 400,- euros.
Orders above 400,- euros have the delivery for free.
3. Shipping Schedule
Russian version is expected to be shipped in the last week of August - first week
of September 2021 according to our shipping schedule, while the English version
is expected to be shipped in the first half / start of 2022.
4. Delivery time
After an item had been shipped, the delivery should be completed within
maximum 30 days but that may vary from the country the delivery is happening
to and the Post Career used.
5. Shipping from location
Shipping will happen from the Netherlands, on behalf of Fine Art Room
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